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Challenges and Solutions: 
Managing a Clean Label  
Supply Chain 
“As you have all probably come to realize by now, we are deal-

ing with a clean label market that is still quite immature,” said 

Will Lennon, MBA, Chief Operating Officer, Imbibe, a beverage 

development company. “This means that pricing hasn’t yet equili-

brated; information isn’t yet transparent; and raw material supply 

is still inconsistent.” 

Lennon outlined some of the specific challenges confronting 

the clean label category. On the ingredient side, for example, there 

is cost: clean label colors may cost five times more than the ar-

tificial colors they replace and require higher concentrations of 

use and shorten product shelflives. Clean label products may also 

require expensive packaging upgrades: A conventional cold-filled 

beverage, thanks to conventional preservatives, may now require 

hot-filling, along with much higher packaging material costs.

Lennon illustrated with a case study, “…a large consumer 

products company wanted us to develop a clean label powdered 

beverage. (Although the customer desired a freeze-dried berry 

powder, the cost was prohibitive.) So, we found a drum-dried 

berry powder, at half the cost, that we could blend with the freeze-

dried powder to bring ingredient costs into line.” 

Product developers really need to press upon ingredient suppli-

ers to provide acceptable clean label options. But, they should also 

establish a hierarchy of expectations. “Clean label can mean many 

things, and often, not all those needs can be met,” added Lennon. 

Does clean label mean minimally processed or preservative-free? 

Choices must be prioritized.

Clean label product development must also deal with capacity 

constraints. Normally, companies use contract manufacturers to 

launch new product lines to hedge their overhead risks. Today, 

limited capacity exists for clean label manufacturing and “large, 

billion-dollar companies are sequestering big parts of that capacity,” 

said Lennon. This results in larger up-front commitments for min-

imum-order production quantities and ingredient and packaging 

material inventories. “We also now demand that our suppliers stock 

three-to-four months of key-ingredient inventory, and many aren’t 

ready for this,” said Lennon. In some cases, key ingredients come in 

from overseas, further lengthening and complicating supply chains. 

Thus, both suppliers and manufacturers need to think about how 

much up-front risk they are willing to assume in case of product 

failure. And, warned Lennon, these supply chain challenges will only 

increase as large companies, such as Mondeléz, Weight Watchers, 

Kellogg’s and others enter the category. 

An additional complication is that many new clean label ingre-

dients originate from single suppliers and, overlooking the risks 

inherent to working with single-source suppliers (e.g., fires, bank-

ruptcy), very little price competition or transparency exists when 

negotiating prices. Companies must thus make major commit-
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Sweeteners Sucralose, Ace-K Stevia, Monk fruit $18-$85/kg vs. $132/kg

Preservatives Sodium benzoate, Hot-fill or aseptic processing • Higher MOQs2 
 potassium sorbate and/or packaging • Increased packaging costs 
  or refrigerated supply chain • Cold-fill PET - $0.15
   • Hot-fill PET - $0.20
   • Aseptic HDPE - $0.25

Colors Red 40, Yellow 5, Blue 2 Carotenoids (annatto, beta • $5.02/gal per $26.40/gal (Beet Juice) 
  carotene), anthocyanins (beet • Need to use more "natural" color 
  juice, berry extracts), paprika, 
  turmeric, spirulina 

Ingredient Category Artificial Ingredients Clean Label Alternative Cost Implications1

 The cost of replacing various ingredients with clean label alternatives can pose challenges for product developers.


